EasyCommerce 1.1
Reliable stock management system & Easy-to-use eCommerce fulfillment solution
As a growing eCommerce company, you want to focus on customer acquisition, increasing sales and expanding to new markets. Instead, you are burden to a day-to-day management of a warehouse operations and delivery.

Wouldn’t be nice to have a solution that removes the complexity of managing operations and allows you to focus on growing your business?
EasyCommerce is integrated, web-based service, that allows you to securely manage online business, anywhere and anytime. It automates order-to-fulfillment cycle, enabling SMEs to outsource their inventory management and order fulfillment.

With our reliable software you get:
- Real time stock information
- Real time track & trace
- Real time cost control
- History of shipments and returns
- Customized reports
EasyCommerce is compatible with the most popular eCommerce platforms.

You can use it with your customized webshop platform, as well.
EasyCommerce is compatible with several other market places, such as eBay and Amazon, providing a one-stop solution to manage orders and inventory. Now, you can sell your products anywhere, and products will reach your customers without you ever handling it.
It's up to you to choose your preferred distribution channel.

We offer a variety of postal and parcel channels which are fully integrated in EasyCommerce.
Our stock management system improves the following business processes:

1. Ordering
2. Stock overview
3. Stock control
4. Line-haul tracking
5. Overall reports
6. Returns management
7. Delivery status
EasyCommerce will keep you fully informed about orders.

Information on your webshop will always be up-to-date.

1. Ordering

Real time processing

Processing:
- Order list
- Order cancelation
It's important to have reliable warehouse management system, to prevent bottlenecks and avoid unnecessary overabundance. With EC you have real-time overview of your inventory, as well as other valuable data – most selling products per month, products that are low in stock, etc. This will help you improve seasonal planning and facilitate budgeting fluctuation.
Never run into supply difficulties again. With EasyCommerce you have full stock control, in real time.

While you are placing daily orders on EasyCommerce, the system automatically alerts you with email if there are some "out of stock" products (SKUs), by sending you Missing list.

Alert: Missing list

Packing list
With EC you can track and locate your bulk shipment delivery details into our injection points, at all time 24x7. Find out where and when your consolidated cartons were loaded/unloaded.
EC will send you regular reports about delivery status of shipments, undeliverable items, returns, etc.

You can choose data to collect and have customized reports sent to you daily, weekly or monthly.

**EasyCommerce**

Generate reports:
- Check stock in warehouse
- Manage and follow orders
- Statistics of shipped orders
- Statistics of returned orders
- Track&Trace
- Your customized reports

Select core criteria for your reports
6. Returns management

If a customer wants to return a product, EC will generate a notification and send it to your email. After that, you can decide what to do with returns – restore items to your stock or destroy them.
Keep track of your shipments, even if you outsource fulfillment and distribution. EC delivery status feature provides you with all relevant details about the dispatch and location of a parcel. The exchange of information is in real time. Your customer will also be notified by email as soon as parcel is shipped.
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- Processing delivery status:
  - Track shipment
  - Location of shipment
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**EC automates order-to-fulfilment cycle**

Real time processing

- Order list
- Order cancelation

**EasyCommerce**

Processing:
- Order list
- Order cancelation

Generate reports:
- Check stock in warehouse
- Manage and follow orders
- Statistics of shipped orders
- Statistics of returned orders
- Track&Trace
- Your customized reports

Happy Customer

Prepare and send shipments

Pick & Pack

Packing list
Benefits of EasyCommerce

Automatization
Save time & money by automatization of order-to-shipment cycle

Avoid human mistakes
Have reliable, up-to-date information about your stock and orders, to prevent accidents caused by human errors

Full IT support
EC comes with full IT support. Our highly professional support team will help you monitor every step of the value chain
Want to know more?
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